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When I spoke to him at the time in Paris, where a plan to blow up the American Embassy had just been
dismantled, he said: When La Procedure silence came out in France at the end of , Virilio received threats of
violence against his person. Virilio does not mince words, whether in conversation or essay and these papers
are both. So it is impossible not to take a stand, whatever that might be. One pivotal dichotomy in what
follows needs explaining here. The opposition between being full of pity pitiful and being absolutely withou t i
t, is crucial to the argument. The shorthand is true to form and hopefully works in the English, as in the
French, to cover a lot of terri tory in just a few s trokes. The translation and publication of Art and Fear adds
considerably to his discussions of contemporary art and the politics of human silence. These are both subjects
that Virilio is increasingly anxious about. Virilio elucidated this recently concerning Orlan and S telarc, both
world-renowned multimedia body artists. Resembling the Viennese Actionists of the s he cannot detach his
thought from the event of Auschwitz. Virilio is then continually responsive to the most frigh tening and
extremely horrific features of our epoch. I t was, though, the Second World War, and, in particular, the tragedy
of the Nazi concentration and extermination camps that educated Virilio about the depths of human violence.
Or, more precisely, the catastrophe of the Nazi d eath camps encouraged him to respect the human body and
its capaci ty for silence. In different ways, then, Virilio is forging and transforming our understanding of the
ethical dilemmas associated with silence and the subsequent aesthetic conflicts linked to the sonorization of
the audio-visual within the sphere of contemporary art. Through offering his Christian assistance to the
homeless of post Second World War Paris, while simultaneously producing theoretical critiques of the
dehumanizin g characteristics of total war, Virilio gradually discovered his humanism. Crucial to this
discovery is an assessment of the aesthetics and ethics of human percep tion, an assessment that Virilio began
to piece together. Yet no simple appeasement with the nineteenth-century situation of industrialized
modernization was possible. In contrast to Nietzsche, Sartre or Camus, Virilio claims that he is anxious to
study the varieties of life and the contemporary art of the crisis of meaning that nineteenth- and
twentieth-century artists have shaped and the genocide that homicidal rulers have in reality committed.
Connecting a multiplicity of artistic, philosophical and political resources, Virilio is crucially engrossed in
examining the revolu tion that contemporary art is presently undertaking through 4 Introduction its espousal of
terroristic aesthetic procedures and the premedi tated termination of the enunciation of silence. The assaults on
signs and silence that Virilio observes in contemporary art were already deadly in intent by the 1 s. For him it
is not a matter of witnessin g a real m u rder but more exactly the murder of signs of artistic pity in the name
of freedom of artistic representation. Furthermore, twentieth-cen tury art, through its expectation of the
contemporary politics of hate, has add e d to the downfall of pitiful art and to the rise of a pitiless art that
privileges hot colours over cold and the sonorization of all earlier silen t imagery. Virilio i s also critical o f the
contemporary world of revulsion represen ted in New German 5 Art and Fear Painting and managed by an art
market captivated by annihilation. In its place, according to Virilio, as we shall see in the next section, pitiless
art embraces sed uctive TV images of carnage. What do such assertions denote? I n considering the art of
representation, Virilio is seeking a debate over the status of negationism in art. The associations between con
temporary aesthetics and modern ethics also p ermit him to introduce the problem of compassion. For Virilio,
this entrusts the aesthetics of fear with the task of detecting a type of immediacy and a system of
representation totally dissimilar to presentational art. This indicates that contemporary artists ought not to
maintain their concentration on a chaotic and heartless form of perception. The artistic suppression of
sympathy, prejudiced by the attack of medical science on the body and its subsequent presentation,
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presupposes that the dead are of concern only when either violating some existing prohibition or offering the
mselves up as images of torture. He justifies this vital conception by way of his contention that the depravity
of contemporary art commenced in advertising before transferring to the everyday craving for murder that also
brings into being the totalitarianism of unquestioning belief. I n insisting on its deceptive closeness, Virilio is
objecting to a presentational art that seeks out the total destruction of careful viewer contemplation. In other
words, Virilio has no plans to become a theorist who surrenders to the lure of a life lived in the immediacy of
mass mediated d espair. Hence, when Virilio considers the aesthetics of disappearance, he assumes that the
responsibility of artists is to recover rather than discard the material that is absent and to bring to light those
secret codes that hide from view inside the silent circuits of digi tal and genetic technologies. I t is through the
idea of the demise of a kind of transitory imaginary that Virilio expounds his perception of the nihilism of
current technology. In so doing, Virilio argues that artists critically fail to appreciate what ethical concerns are
at risk in the genetic factories of fear. For him, no ethical forces or even the aesthetics of disappearance can
rationalize a technoscience that has become theatre after the time of total war or in the present period where
the will to exterminate reigns supreme. The significance of these episodes is established through the fact that
they serve to corroborate that Nazi criteria are at the present time the found ation on which scientists and
artists seek to establish a new humanity. I ntensely attentive to post-human developments, Virilio has
nonetheless realized that any cultural poli tics that seeks out restrictions to a freedom of aesthetic
representation d evoid of frontiers confronts a difficult task. In his view, snuff literature is the gateway to snuff
vid eos and snuff dance, given that pity is excluded from the outset. To be more precise, he is apprehensive to
say the least about a freedom of expression that features a call to murder. I n our day, however, the question
according to Virilio is whether the work of art is to be conside red an object th a t m u s t b e looked a t o r lis
tened to. For in this essay Virilio also contemplates the speed of sound. As he describes it, the contemporary
technique of painting with sound , lacking figures or images, first emerged in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries in the works of Wagner and Kandinsky, Schwitters, Mondrian and Moholy-Nagy.
However, as Virilio m akes clear, in s truggling against the aesthetics of absence in the name of the silence of
the visible, i t is important not to overemphasize the sign i fi c a n c e of the visual cinematic i m age in 15 Art
and Fear particular as a method of examining the power of sound. From his perspective, this is due to the fact
that cinematic images saturate human consciousness and are more damaging than often recognized. E q ually
significantly, Virilio is especially sceptical of the insertion of speech into the image, owing to the fact that the
art lover rapidly becomes a casualty of the speed of sound and a prisoner of the noise of the visible. For these
reasons, as Virilio und erstands it, the turmoil in contemporary visual art is no t the consequence of the
development of photography or the cinema but the outcome of the creation of the talkies. To say nothing, 16
Introduction declares Virilio, is not simply an act that leads to fear, to pitiless art and to pi tiless times, but also
to the domination of the immediacy of contemporary visual art by the sonori ty of the audio-visual. As Virilio
notes, it is of fundamental importance that the hyperviolence and hypersexuality that at present rule the
screens of hypermodernity are challenged given that they are the supreme instigators of social i nsecurity and
the crisis in figurative art. H e understands the art of the mass media consequen tly as the most perilous effort
yet to manage the silen t maj ority through a spurious voice conveyed through public opinion polls, corporate
sponsorship and advertising. S uch a loss to him is also an injury to all those who still yearn to speak even
when they remain silent. His works and interviews as a rule are, however, very much concerned with
circumventing the d angers of an indiscriminate aesthetic p essimism. In condemning pitiless art and the recent
ordeal experienced by those seeking a right to silence without implied assent, he is possibly rather too cautious
with regard to the practices of contemporary art. For Virilio, however, the humiliation of the art lover through
the imposition of pitiless images and ear-splitting sound systems in the art gallery and elsewhere is not so
much the beginning of an aes thetic debate as the beginning of the end of humanity. One difficulty with this
sort of strategy is that in order to oppose accepted theoretical dialogues on art and poli tics Virilio is obliged to
ignore or to engage with them and in both instances thereby draw attention to the fact that his work cannot
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sustain i tself without 19 Art and Fear such discourses. In other words, Virilio is from time to time in danger
of s taging a debate wi th only himself in attendance. In so d oing he can occasionally be read as if he is
unaware that a body artist like Stelarc also criticizes multimedia academicism as well as traditional
conceptions of identi tY. He is, in short, developing a stimulating mode of theorizing in these essays, which
moves away from that typically found in contemporary art. What is absolutely vi tal for Virilio is the
technological means by which con20 Introduction temporary art has abandoned its passion and sexual force.
As a result of such heartfelt aesthetic declarations, Virilio is q uick to single out the hypersexuality of
contemporary pornography as the most recent source of pitiless representations and sadistic ideas. Virilio
wants to recognize that in video and film, TV and on the Internet, Auschwitz inhabits us all as a fundamental
if often repressed component of contemporary processes of cultural 21 A rt and Fear globalization. For him,
these and other artists and the multimedia events they perform disclose their anti22 Introduction humanism
and lack of respec t for the body. Virilio condemns pitiless art and the destruction of silence as a consequence
of his belief that the mutism intrinsic to contemporary body art s hows the way to the terrorization of the real
body by the virtual body. It is to ignore the responsibility to value the body and its alternating attachments to
silence and noise. In evoking this responsibility, Virilio explains that he employs his Christian humanist
critique of war, alienation and cruel ty in an artistic and political sense, perhaps a s an aide-memoire of a
further precise obligation to poetry or as an awareness of the aesthetics of Auschwitz. As a constant critic of
the art of technology and the curre n t attack on representation, Virilio is intensely uneasy about the
development of pitiless art. He challenges its claim to a freedom of expression that demands the implosion of
aesthetics, the explosion of dread and the u nleashing of a worldwide art of nihilism and a politics of hate.
Virilio thus looks to reclaim a poignant Qr pitiful art and the politics of silence from an art world enchanted by
its own extinction because to refuse pity continuation of war. But, more thari this, in the pages that follow, he
seeks to go beyond the gates of pitiless art and the prosecution of silence in order to explore the aes thetics of
Auschwitz, the source of all our contemporary art and fears. So we will not be talking about p rofane art
versus sacred art but we may well tackle the profanation of forms and bodies over the course of the twentieth
century. For these days when people get down to debate the relevance or awfulness of contemporary art, they
generally forget to ask one vital question: Contemporary art, sure, but contempormy with what? What I saw
there were images from contemporary art and I found that absolutely terrifying. In the Museum, I suddenly
had the impression I was in a museum if contemporary art. I took the train back, telling myself that they had
won! Dada today is still for war. Perhaps at this juncture it i s worth remembering Paul Celan, the German
poet who committed suicide in Paris in 1 9 70, the same year that painter Mark Rothko did in New York. You
would think the drive to extinguish the suffocating cul ture o f the bourgeoisie consisted specifically in
exterminating oneself into the bargain 30 A Pitiless A rt the dubious bargain of the art market thus giving
ideas, for want of cultural ideals, to the great exterminators of the twentieth century! Remember what
Friedrich Nietzsche advised: Take Guy Debord , the French Situationist, as an example. The new German
painting, naturally, represents current sensibility in Germany and it really frightens me. They would like to
carve the Germans of tomorrow o u t of fresh meat. So wrote the great art dealer, Rene Gimpel, in his diary of
At the end of the millennium, what abstraction once tried to pull off is in fac t being accomplished before our
very eyes: B u t i t shows all the impropriety o f profaners and torturers, all the arrogance of the executioner.
At one extreme the artist, like the journalist, is redundant in the face-off between performer and viewer. Yet
the conformism of abjection is never more than a habit the twentieth century has enjoyed spreading round the
globe. Here, the brutality is no longer so much aimed at warning as at destroying, paving the way for the
actual torturing of the viewer, the listener, which will not be long coming thanks to that cybernetic artefact:
This is how Rothko put it: This is the radiographic triumph of transparence, the way radiation of the real in
archi tecture today 37 A rt and Fear goes hand in glove with the extermination of all in termediaries, of all that
still resists revelation, pure and simple. I f God died in the nineteenth century, according 38 A Pitiless Art to
Nietzsche, what is the bet that the victim o f the twentieth century will not turn ou t to be the creator, the
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author, this heresy of the his torical materialism of the cen tury of machines? To sufer with or to sympathize
with? Driven by a passion for immediacy, Gericault sought to seize the moment whether of madness or death
live. The German anatomis t actually has invented a process for preserving the d ead and , in particular, for
sculpting them, by plastination, thereby taking things a lot further than the mere embalming of mummies. The
p lace was B uchenwald. The story goes that Rudolf Schwarzkogler actually died after a bout of castra tion he
inflicted on himself during one of his performance p ieces that took p lace without a single viewer in the huis
clos between the artist and a video camera. In Cambodia at the going down of a pitiless cen tury, the
photographic identity of the detainee was filed before they were put to death.
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